Dynamic Disk Converter 3.1 – Newly
Updated Version Helps Convert Dynamic
Disk to Basic Disk
CHENGDU CITY, China, July 8 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Along with continuous
upgrades and improvements, Aomei Technology announced the official release of
Dynamic Disk Converter 3.1 on July 5th, 2010. It is professional and reliable
disk type conversion software to help you convert dynamic disk to basic disk
without losing data. Before the release of the software, users had to use
some complicated ways such as deleting partition, recovering partition and
directly correcting the MBR to do the conversion job. Fortunately, now you
can easily accomplish it under the help of Dynamic Disk Converter.
Advantages include:
* Safely convert dynamic disk to basic within 3 – 10 seconds.
* Support to convert unreadable, invalid dynamic disk and mirrored volume
disk.
* Support to clone all dynamic volumes to basic partitions.
* You are assured that your Windows remain bootable after every conversion.
* Avoid loss of data during the conversion from dynamic to basic disk.
* Support file systems include FAT, FAT32, exFAT, NTFS, etc.
* Support the maximum disk capacity of 2TB.
* Work wonderfully on Windows 7/Vista/XP/2000 and Windows Server 2003/2008.
* A friendly and intuitive interface will take the worry out of the process.
Usually, dynamic disks are referred to as software RAID, and the RAID has
been widely used by many Windows server users and business environment. So
the upgrade makes this software available to clone all of software RAID
dynamic volumes to basic partitions. Besides, Dynamic Disk Converter makes
disk management easier especially for server users who need to manage dynamic
disks. As dynamic disks yet can not directly be resized by some server
partition manager software, a correct approach is to convert the disk to
basic one before resizing.
After you experience it, you will find it can really complete a great
conversion as well as save a lot of time and effort. Therefore, it is
becoming more and more popular with a high reputation and reviews. With its
help, your disk management tasks would be performed more quickly.
It only costs US$29 to get Dynamic Disk Converter Professional Edition if you
are a personal user or business PC owner. If you want to use it in a server
platform, you only need to spend US$59.96 to get the Dynamic Disk Converter
Server Edition online at: www.dynamic-disk.com.
About Aomei Technology Co., Limited:
Aomei Technology devoted to computer hardware research and IT support
services for a long time. This enterprise focuses on disk management and
partition manager software development as well as provides high quality

products to meet the clients’ needs. For more information, please visit:
www.aomeitech.com.
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